
 
 

Mattityahu/Matthew  (RSTNE 3
rd

 Edition www.restorationscriptures.org) 

 

24:1 - And gauvh went out, and departed from the Beit HaMikdash: and His talmidim 

came to Him to show Him the buildings of the Beit HaMikdash.  

 

The immediate topical context is the complex of Mt. Moriyah, not only the Temple. Key 

End Time activity will take place in this complex. 

 

2 And gauvh said to them, Do you not see all these things? Truly I say to you, There shall 

not be left here one stone upon another that shall not be thrown down.  

 

The temple is central to the topic of end time events. Its desecration in the end times and 

its consecration all revolve around the Islamic anti Moshiach. 

 

3 And as He sat upon the Mount of Olives, the talmidim came to Him privately, saying, 

Tell us, when shall these things be? And what shall be the sign of Your coming, and of 

the end of this age?  

 

The end of the age will be characterized by A SIGN. What sign? Is it a sign that relates to 

the Temple and buildings of the rebuilt Temple in Yahrushalayim? 

 

4 And gauvh answered and said to them, Take heed that no man deceive you. 

 

Warnings against false religion and spiritual uncleanness. 

 

 5 For many shall come in My Name, saying, I am the Moshiach; and shall deceive many.  

 

Many deceivers will come to the area of the Temple’s buildings, Mt Moriah, and claim 

deception. They will claim to come in GOD’S NAME or ALLAHS NAME by establishing 

sanctuaries of false worship on the soon to be destroyed Temple mount! Their message is 

I AM ANOINTED. But the final messenger for ALLAH will also claim to be anointed, but 

not merely anointed, but THE ANOINTED or the HOLY ONE. He will make this 

declaration definitive according to Daniel 9:27 by stopping the reinstituted animal 

sacrifices in the Temple and then by walking a few hundred yards away to the WING, or 

KANAPH of the Temple Mount. There in the wing or kanaph of the Temple Mount he puts 

forth THE LIE or THE DECEPTION of all deceptions that he is Almighty See Daniel 

9:27. YHWH removes him with a flood of water, or literal flood of judgment for speaking 

such blasphemy. 

 

Now we urge you, Yisraelite brothers, by the coming of our 
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Master gauvh ha Moshiach, and by our gathering together to Him, 
i
  

2 That you be not soon shaken in mind, or troubled, neither by any ruach, nor by man’s 

word, nor by letter as from us, that the Yom of Moshiach’s coming is at hand.  

3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that Yom shall not come, except there come 

a falling away first, 
ii
 and that man of sin will be revealed, the son of 

perdition; 
iii
 

4 Who opposes 
iv
 and exalts himself above all that is called tvkt, or that is worshipped; 

so that he showing himself as tvkt  
v
 sits in the Hekel of tvkt, 

vi
 
vii

 declaring himself to 

be tvkt. 
viii

 

5 Remember, that, when I was still with you, I told you these things? 
ix

 

6 And now you know what withholds this; so that he might be revealed in his time. 
x
 

7 For the mystery of Torah-less-ness does already work: only he who now lets it will let 

it, until he be taken out of the way. 
xi
 

8 And then shall that Torah-less one be revealed, 
xii

 whom gauvh shall consume with the 

Ruach of His mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming: 
xiii

 

9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of s.a.tan with all unclean power and 

signs and lying wonders, 
xiv

 

10 With all deceit and unrighteousness in those that are perishing; because they received 

not the ahava of the emet that they might be saved. 
xv

 

11 And for this reason vuvh shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe THE 

LIE: 
xvi

  

12 That they all might be damned who believed not the emet, but had pleasure in 

unrighteousness. 
xvii

 

 

6 And you shall hear of revolutions and rumors of wars: see that you be not troubled, or 

become foolish: 
xviii

 for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.  

 

Islamic revolutions will abound and break forth upon humanity. Rumors of governments 

that are about to succumb to further localized Islamic revolutions will paralyze men with 

fear for things coming on the earth. Do not become foolish in your understanding, 

thinking that these seemingly diverse terrorist acts are independent actions. But see it as 

Daniel saw it. 

 

7 For nation shall rise against nation, 

 

B’nai Yisrael versus B’nai Esau. TWO SPECIFIC NATIONS ARE IN VIEW HERE!!!! 

TWO ETHNOS, OR RACES!!!! 

 And malchut against malchut: LIGHT versus darkness. Allah’s growing end time 

kingdom versus YHWH’s straight and narrow gated community!!!!!!!!! 

 

and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places. 

 

Mostly in Muslim countries, but globally as well thus indicating that these 2 races, or 

nations are squaring off in a global war known as WW3. 

  

8 All these are the beginning of sorrows.  



 

The natural disasters are a sign that Islam and Yisrael are squared off ALREADY!!!! 

Engaging one another in WW3! 

 

9 Then END OF THE AGE! 

 

shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you: ONLY MUSLIMS fit this latter 

day context. Jews and Christians, Yisrael’s 2 houses, are the targets for daily atrocities 

and massacres. 

 

 

 and you shall be hated by all nations for My Name’s sake. ALL Islamic nations will hate 

you enough to cut off your heads. Not figuratively friend but literally. 

 

 

10 And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one 

another.  

 

Jacob and Esau in betrayal and enmity. 

 

11 And many false neviim shall rise, and shall deceive many.  

 

Many false messengers of Allah will gain many to fight Yisrael by false prophets. 

 

12 And because Torah-less-ness shall abound, the ahava of many shall grow cold. 

 

Through Islam many who used to love and were neutralized by love will walk in 

lawlessness, as Islam teaches them that hate and murder are fine. THE LOVE OF MANY 

HAS TURNED COLD as more and more are stolen away from Torah principles, to 

embrace this final end of age lawlessness! 

  

13 But he that shall endure to the end, the same shall be saved.  

 

Yisrael must determine to abide firm through the Great Tribulation and be delivered from 

radical Islam the end time beast, even as we have been delivered by Yahshua’s blood in 

the spiritual realm. Despite the deception to the contrary, Islam is opposed to Torah, 

claiming that it is most fully corrupted by the Jews and the Jewish authors, which is one 

of the reasons Allah had to supposedly send Mohammed to straighten out the Torah by 

giving the alleged final revelation of the Qu’ran. Other Torah-less acts such as allowing 

the eating of camel and premeditated murder are found in Islam and the Koran. It is a 

faith that gives and lends divine sanction to cold-blooded premeditated first-degree 

murder. 

 

14 And this Besorah of the malchut shall be proclaimed in all the olam hazeh for a 

witness to all nations;  
xix

 and then shall the end come. 
xx

  

 



While under severe birth pangs of attack from Islam, both redeemed houses must 

continue to proclaim the good news to all nations, even under the most adverse and dire 

circumstances. Amidst Esau’s assault, it is the Master’s message about the people of 

Yisrael being restored back to the kingdom by His blood that must and shall be 

proclaimed. 

 

15 When you therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniyel the 

navi, standing in the Beit HaMikdash, (whoever reads, let him understand); 
xxi

  

 

A clear reference to the Islamic anti Moshiach who will enter the already constructed 

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION and spread the desolation even further into the 

rebuilt Temple. How do we know it is Islam spoken of here? Yahshua warns you to read 

and study Daniel 9:27 to know just what Islam is up to. 

 

16 Then let them who are in Yahudah flee into the mountains:  

17 Let him who is on the housetop not come down to take anything out of his bayit:  

18 Neither let him who is in the field return back to take his clothes.  

19 And woe to them that are with child, and to them that are nursing children in those 

days!  

20 But make tefillah that your flight is not in the winter, neither on the Shabbat: 
xxii

  

21 For then shall be Great Tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the olam 

hazeh to this time, no, nor ever shall be.  

 

In context brought on by the spreading of the Islamic desecration of Mt. Moriah in 

Jerusalem. ALL Muslim nations round about Israel, will launch a united assault on Israel 

and Jerusalem leading to the battle of Armageddon one of the final battles of the Great 

Tribulation. 

 

22 And except those days are shortened, there should no flesh survive: but for the elect  
xxiii

 and for the sake of those chosen, 
xxiv

 those days shall be shortened.  

 

YHWH will deliver Yisrael from the end time beast and the Great Tribulation he has 

caused. 

 

23 Then if any man says to you, See, here is the Moshiach, or There He is; believe it not.  

24 For there shall arise false Moshiachs, and false neviim, and shall show great signs 

and wonders; insomuch that, if it became possible, they shall deceive the very elect and 

chosen. 
xxv 

  
xxvi

  

25 See, I have told you before it occurs.  

26 Therefore if they Muslims shall say to you, See, He is in the desert; do not go: 

 

If they hail a Muslim from the desert, with the desert philosophy of Mecca, as Moshiach 

DO NOT GO AFTER THAT LIE! Even though most of the world will. 

 

 see, He is in the secret rooms; believe it not.  

 



Secret rooms of Al Aqsa? 

 

27 For as the lightning comes out of the east, and shines even to the west; so shall also 

the coming of the Ben Ahdahm be.  

28 For wherever the dead body is, there will the eagles be gathered together.  

29 Immediately after the Tribulation  
xxvii

 of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the 

moon shall not give its light, and the cochavim shall fall from the shamayim, and the 

powers of the shamayim shall be shaken:  

32 Now learn a parable of the fig eytz; When its branch is yet tender, and puts forth 

leaves, you know that summer fruit is near:  

 

Fig tree is Yisrael. When its starts sprouting leaves, May 1948, Islam will also sprout, as 

nation versus nation battles more intensely. 

 

33 So likewise, when you shall see all these things, 
xxviii

  know that it is near, even at the 

doors.  

34 Truly I say to you, This tribe  
xxix shall not pass, until all these things are fulfilled.  

 

Tribe or race of Yisrael. 

 

41 Two women shall be grinding at the mill; one shall be taken, Islam taken to the flood 

of judgment. 

 

and the other left; Yisrael LEFT to enter and inherit the Kingdom. 

because the malachim at the end of the olam will remove the stumbling blocks from the 

olam and will separate the good ones from the wicked. 
xxx

 

 

Islam will be separated away from Israel in order to leave them alone in shalom and will 

be taken away to judgment. 

 

 

 

                                                 
i
 Gathering into the kingdom, not a flight to rapture. In Hebraic understanding this is the 
kevutz galuyot, or the return and gathering of Yisrael’s exiles from the four winds. This is 
the subject here. 
ii
 Apostasia in Greek, rebellion in Aramaic. See: Is It Us? at: 

http://restorationscriptures.org/link27.htm for the teaching.  
iii
 The revealing of anti-messiah from the revived Ottoman Empire the fourth and final 

beast of Daniel 7. 
iv
 The word used here means ‘neged’ in Hebrew, opposed to, or opposite, contrary and 

against.  He opposes, or is against the teachings of Yahshua of Nazareth by proclaiming 
himself as the way to YHWH by good works alone, while Scripture teaches faith and 
obedience and the need for blood atonement; the Muslims practice a works based 
redemption, as will this Islamic leader who will do likewise. 
v
 Showing himself, which means to prove. He is trying to prove to himself that he is YHWH, 

because he controls the destiny of people who follow him.
 
This person, the anti-messiah is 

possessed by s.a.tan. So we have to remember that s.a.tan wanted to sit in the seat of 
YHWH. So when the anti-messiah sits in the seat of YHWH on the Temple Mount, he sits in 



                                                                                                                                                 
the Muslim shrine of Al Aqsa Mosque and thinks to himself that he is YHWH. It is clear that 
this person is not saying to the world ‘I am YHWH almighty’ because of the text in Daniel 
11:38 which gives us balance. “But in their place he [the anti-messiah] shall honor an 
elohim of fortresses/brutality [Allah] and an Elohim which his fathers did not know he shall 
honor with gold and silver, with precious stones and pleasant things.” Daniel’s text shows 
us that the anti-messiah himself worships an Elohim of jihad. The anti-messiah is not 
proclaiming himself to be YHWH, he is in essence saying ‘look at me. I am like YHWH and I 
can control the destiny of all people just like YHWH here on earth, and at my command I 
can have someone killed or give someone life.’ 
vi
 Actually the anti messiah speaking the words of Islam will enter the rebuilt Temple on 

Moriah as the Aramaic word Heykhala indicates. However part of the rebuilt temple 
compound, or Hekel in Hebrew will include the existing abomination of desolation the Al 
Aqsa Mosque situated in the southwest corner of the temple mount today. Anti messiah 
will first cause the sacrifices to cease in the rebuilt Temple, then walk just a few yards to 
the mosque and attempt to deceive the world that he is the Almighty. Both these events 
could conceivably happen in one day. See key notes on Daniel 9:27. 
vii

 The text is saying that he sits in the sanctuary. The word for sanctuary can also be 
translated as a heathen shrine, as opposed to the actual Temple. This is where anti 
messiah is sitting, in the Al-Aqsa mosque “the abomination of desolation” upon, or within 
the site of the ancient Moriah Temple, YHWH’s former and future house.

 
 

viii
 A false and self deluded declaration as anti messiah himself worships Allah, the deity of 

brute violent force. 
ix
 Paul taught them from the book of Daniel. 

x
 Michael the arch messenger. 

xi
 A reference to Mikhael, or Michael the arch messenger, who is said to be Yisrael’s 

warring messenger. He will be taken out of the way by YHWH as prophesied in Daniel 12:1-
2, when he is told to cease, or freeze in standing up for Yisrael, so that Jacob's Trouble, or 
the Great Tribulation, can commence. Once Michael is told to freeze, Islam’s attack against 
Jerusalem can begin. This does not refer to the Set-Apart Spirit, for clearly the Set-Apart 
Spirit is in the earth during that time, as seen by those who get saved and come to faith 
during that time. 
xii

 The anti messiah and ultimately the beast system he represents fully at the end of the 
Great Tribulation 3.5 years later. 
xiii

 An interesting use of words. Yahshua will use the light that He alone possesses to 
offset the claims of the anti messiah who claims to come bearing the false light of Islam. 
When Muhammad the Muslim prophet was around, he had on many occasions equaled 
himself with Allah by saying things that made him on par with Allah, meaning that on the 
day of judgment he would have the right of committing people to heaven or hell. To prove 
that Muhammad was the ‘seal of the prophets’ the Muslims even claimed that he was 
created from light, he had no shadow and that his body would not rot in the grave.  
xiv

 This unclean power is obviously not from YHWH, and neither is it YHWH Himself. 
xv

 All unbelievers, specifically those trapped by the beast system represented by the anti 
messiah. 
xvi

 Those who have bought into the beast, his mark and his religion, will all believe the lie 
as promoted by that false religion. That lie is recited 5 times daily by Muslims. “There is no 
elohim but Allah and Mohammed his prophet.” 
xvii

 The same end-time revived beast empire and its followers who seem to derive joy from 
shedding innocent blood. 
xviii

 Shem Tov reference. 
xix

 All the latter-day Yisraelite nations. 
xx

 The message of the kingdom restored and eternally established is the only right 
message. 
xxi

 How can the believers see the “abomination of desolation” if they are no longer on 
earth? The believers will be reading the Book of Daniel during the Great Tribulation. There 



                                                                                                                                                 
is no rapture here, for if there was why would we need the book of Daniel, or any other 
book, if there was a pre-tribulation rapture? For more details see:  
http://restorationscriptures.org/link24.htm  
xxii

 Believers were expected to always keep Shabbat and will be doing so at the time both 
before and after the Great Tribulation. 
xxiii

 In the Renewed Covenant the congregation of the redeemed is called the elect. Never 
are unsaved Jews, or other unsaved peoples called elect anywhere in the Renewed 
Covenant, or in the rest of Scripture for that matter. 
xxiv

 The chosen and elect are one and the same people. 
xxv

 Within the deceived “tribulation elect,” there is a “very elect” that cannot be deceived. 
xxvi

 Shem Tov reference. 
xxvii

 It is very clear when Messiah returns – after the Tribulation. 
xxviii

 Take careful note. Do not be deceived. Believers will see these things as the Master 
says here. 
xxix

 Peshitta: This tribe/race speaking of Judah. 
xxx

 Shem Tov reference. 


